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1 Introduction

Language users have a multitude of different words at their disposal, and individuals may differ in their choice of words. For instance, some people may prefer the word *start* to the word *begin* or may use *big* instead of *large*. In speech, an additional type of variation is the exact pronunciation of words. Many words produced in casual speech show a range of possible pronunciations from the full pronunciation variant to highly reduced ones, in which phones are replaced by others or are completely missing. For instance, *probably* may be pronounced as [prəˈbəli], [prəˈblɪ], [prəlɪ], and [prə]. Deviations in one phone from the full form occur in over 60% of the word tokens in casual American English, and two or more phones deviate in 28% of the tokens (Johnson, 2004). Similar numbers have been found for other languages (Ernestus and Warner, 2011). In this paper, we focus on a socially homogeneous group of speakers and investigate whether these speakers differ in their choice and pronunciation of words in casual conversations, and if so, how they differ. Research on individual differences in conversational speech will improve our understanding of the speech production process, and may help us improve psycholinguistic models of speech processing.

Previous research on individual differences in word choice has focused on written text and function words (e.g., Ebrahimpour et al., 2013; Koppel et al., 2009; Stamatatos, 2009). Content words, such as *table* and *sleeping*, and word combinations, such as *old tree*, are very context dependent. In contrast, function words, such as *that* and *but*, are not likely to vary greatly with the topic of the text and can consequently more easily reveal topic independent individual differences in word choice. Nevertheless, Barlow (2010) showed that under specific circumstances the use of content words may distinguish between speakers, as he reported differences in the frequencies with which five white house press secretaries use content words and function words as well as word combinations. In the present study, we investigate the roles of both function words and content words, henceforth *unigrams*, and also of combinations of two words, henceforth *bigrams*.

Differences in acoustic reduction have been shown between groups of speakers. Several studies have reported effects of gender; for example, in Dutch, men tend to reduce words ending in the suffix /l@k/-l@́jik more often than women (e.g., in /mox@l@k/-m@́glék ‘possible’; Keune et al., 2005), and, in American English, they more often delete word-final /d/ and /t/ (Guy, 1980) and glides (Phillips, 1994). Further, younger speakers tend to reduce more than older speakers. This has been demonstrated, for instance, for the
absence of word-final /d/ and /t/ in American English (Guy, 1980) and for the absence of segments in spontaneous Dutch (Strik et al., 2008). Finally, speakers of Dutch in Flanders tend to reduce less than speakers of Dutch in the Netherlands (Keune et al., 2005).

There is also some evidence that individual speakers may differ from each other in their reduction of words, even if they are members of the same social group. Ernestus (2000:143) studied a group of twenty speakers who were all highly educated men aged between 21 and 55, and who were all born and raised in the western part of the Netherlands. She observed differences in the pronunciation of the Dutch word /natyrl@k/ natuurlijk “of course”. Whereas most speakers only produced the extremely reduced variant [tyk] in the middle of Intonational Phrases, one speaker also pronounced [tyk] in the initial and final positions of the Intonational Phrase and even in isolation. This raises the question whether differences between individual speakers can also be observed for other reduction phenomena that are typical for casual conversations.

Similar to Van Bael and Van Halteren (2007), to study differences in the choice and reduction of words between individual speakers, we applied a classification algorithm, in which speech fragments are attributed to their speakers on the basis of lexical and pronunciation patterns. If classification results in high performance scores, this would indicate that speakers differ in their speech habits. To examine how speakers differ, we inspected which words and pronunciation variants were important for distinguishing a speaker from others.

Our study is based on human-made orthographic and automatically generated broad phonetic transcriptions. These show the words that were used and how these words were pronounced at the phone level. By using broad phonetic transcriptions, we ignore all detailed information in the spectro-temporal representation of the speech. We do so because this spectro-temporal representation not only contains linguistically relevant information about how words were exactly articulated, but also paralinguistic information including voice quality, and these two types of information cannot easily be separated.

We are not the first to apply speaker classification to phonetic transcriptions. Van Bael and Van Halteren (2007) studied the effects of the speaker’s age, gender, regional background, and level of education on word choice and pronunciation variation by classifying speakers belonging to groups differing in these characteristics. Using automatically generated broad phonetic transcriptions of the telephone dialogues of the Spoken Dutch Corpus (Oostdijk, 2002), the authors generated two sets of classification features: one set of approximately 150,000 lexical features, including average utterance length, part-of-speech tags, and uni-, bi-, and trigram counts, and another set of 94
pronunciation features representing phone differences between full pronunciations of words and their actual phonetic transcriptions. The classification algorithm that they used was able to classify speakers according to their age, gender, and regional background on the basis of lexical features. Interestingly, classification was hardly effective on the basis of the pronunciation features. The authors suggested that this may be due to the broadness of the phonetic transcriptions, the limited set of pronunciation features, or the heterogeneity within their speaker groups.

This paper builds on the work by Van Bael and Van Halteren (2007) by also using a classifier to investigate pronunciation differences between speakers and by applying the classifier on phonetic transcriptions of conversations instead of the speech signal itself. However, we address related but different research questions, since we focus on Dutch speakers who have the same regional background, gender, and educational level; that is, a homogeneous set of speakers. We investigate whether these speakers show individual differences in their choice and pronunciation of words in casual conversations, and if so, how these speakers differ. In addition, our study differs from Van Bael and Van Halteren (2007) in that we use a different classifier and different features, and we developed our own research approach.

2 Method

2.1 Speech data

For our study, we used the Ernestus Corpus of Spontaneous Dutch (ECSD; Ernestus, 2000), which consists of 15 hours of casual dialogues produced by ten pairs of speakers. These twenty speakers together uttered 155,294 word tokens representing 9044 word types. On average, each speaker produced 7765 word tokens (ranging from 5419 to 10,936 tokens). The speakers form a very homogeneous group: they are all males who hold academic degrees. Further, they are all native speakers of standard Dutch born and raised in the western part of the Netherlands. The main characteristic in which these speakers vary is their age, which ranges from 21 to 55 years.

Schuppler et al. (2011) generated broad phonetic transcriptions for the ECSD using an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system based on the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (Young et al., 2002). An ASR system uses speech fragments and orthographic transcriptions of these fragments as input. In addition, it requires a pronunciation lexicon containing the full form and
possible pronunciation variants for each word in the corpus (e.g., for the Dutch word \textit{gewoon} ‘just’ the lexicon contained the full form /xəʊən/ and the variants /xɔon/ and /xɔn/). These pronunciation variants were created with 32 rules that had been formulated on the basis of earlier observations of pronunciation variation and that insert, alter, or delete phones. Finally, the ASR system uses 37 monophone acoustic models consisting of three states with 32 Gaussians per state (Hämäläinen et al., 2009). On the basis of these phone models, which had been trained on the read speech component of the Spoken Dutch Corpus, the ASR system determined for each word in the orthographic transcriptions which variant from the pronunciation lexicon best matched the speech signal.

Schuppler et al. (2011) validated this transcription procedure by comparing its output for the IFA corpus (Van Son et al., 2001) with manual transcriptions of this corpus. They calculated how often phones in the automatic transcriptions deviated from those in the manual transcriptions in terms of insertions, replacements, and deletions. They observed an overall agreement of 86.0%, which is similar to agreements among human transcribers reported in the literature (e.g., Kipp et al., 1997, reported agreements between human-made transcriptions of spontaneous German of 78.8%, 79.9%, and 82.6%; for more information on agreements typically obtained for phonetic transcriptions see Ernestus and Baayen, 2011). Hanique et al. (2013) validated the automatically generated transcriptions of the ECSD with human-made transcriptions on the basis of 148 schwas in the initial syllables of past participles (as in /xɔmɪst/ \textit{gemist} ‘missed’). Two human transcribers agreed on the presence versus absence of schwa in 82.4% of the tokens, while they agreed with the ASR system in 75.7% and 77.0% of the tokens. These agreements did not differ significantly from each other. Given these evaluations, and since obtaining better transcriptions for such a large corpus is difficult, we accepted these automatic transcriptions as being valid.

As automatic phonetic transcriptions can only be created for uninterrupted speech (i.e., without, for instance, overlapping speech or laughter), the number of transcribed words is lower than the number of words in the entire corpus. Our transcriptions contain 95,173 word tokens and 6965 word types, ranging from 1 to 3459 word tokens per word type. The most frequent word types were \textit{ik} ‘I’ and \textit{dat} ‘that’ with 3459 and 3402 tokens respectively. On average, for each speaker 4759 word tokens were transcribed, representing 944 word types.

For our classification tests (see below), we used the automatically generated phonetic transcriptions and the corresponding orthographic transcriptions. Moreover, we divided the transcriptions of each speaker into ten equally
sized fragments. The size of these fragments was different for each speaker: it varied between 375 and 742 word tokens, and had an average of 479 tokens.

2.2 Classification Features

Classification algorithms distinguish between classes (in our case speakers) on the basis of features which represent properties of these classes (e.g., single words such as *window* or the absence of a phone such as /t/). We represented each of the 200 fragments in our dataset (10 fragments per speaker) as a list of features that are based on the fragment’s orthographic and phonetic transcription. We designed a number of lexical and pronunciation features.

To investigate word choice, we extracted all unigrams and bigrams from the transcriptions. If a word was not preceded or followed by another word, a bigram was created including a silence before or after the word. We then selected those unigrams and bigrams that occurred more than twenty times in the entire corpus and that were produced by at least two speakers. This resulted in 403 unigrams, each of which on average occurred 195 times in the entire corpus (range: 21 to 3459) and in 61 fragments (range: 12 to 200). The total number of bigrams was 642, each of which on average occurred 75 times in the corpus (range: 21 to 1931) and in 44 fragments (range: 12 to 199). Following Van der Sijs (2002), we considered prepositions, conjunctions, determiners, pronouns, and numerals as function words, and nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and interjections as content words. The selected unigrams consisted of 158 function word types and 245 content word types.

To study individual differences in the pronunciation of words, we designed pronunciation features. Since we focused on how speakers reduce words in casual speech, we ignored three well-known types of variation in Dutch pronunciation, because these occur as often in read speech as in casual speech. First, we ignored the variation in the pronunciation of Dutch word-final *-en*, which is mostly pronounced as [ə] and sometimes as [ən] (e.g., Booij, 1995, p. 139) except in the east of the Netherlands. Second, we also ignored the insertion of phones, for example, the pronunciation of /melk/ *melk* ‘milk’ as [mələk], as this is not reduction.

Third, we ignored the variation in the pronunciation of obstruents as voiced or voiceless (e.g., /v/ versus /f/). The voicing of obstruents is highly variable in Dutch, especially as spoken in the western part of the Netherlands. Like most speakers from this area, our speakers often replaced voiced fricatives by their voiceless counterparts (Schuppler et al., 2011) and frequently applied regressive and progressive voice assimilation (Ernestus et al., 2006)
Moreover, the automatic transcriptions that were used in our study have been generated by means of acoustic models that may not reliably encode voicing for obstruents, since they had been trained with speech for which the voicing of obstruents may not have been reliably transcribed. We therefore collapsed the members of the obstruent pairs /z,s/, /v,f/, /d,t/, /g,k/, /b,p/, /ʒ,ʃ/, and /ɣ,ɣ/. We examined pronunciation variation at the phone level, henceforth phone features, and at the word level, henceforth word pronunciation features. We designed phone features providing information whether a phone was produced as it would be if the word had been produced in careful speech. For each phone in a word token, we determined whether it was unreduced, i.e., produced as in the full pronunciation of the word, was replaced by another phone, or was completely absent. For example, the Dutch word /hel@mal/ helemaal ‘completely’ may be pronounced as [h@lmal], in which we considered all consonants and the final vowel as being unreduced, the first vowel as being replaced by schwa, and the second vowel as being absent.

For each phone, we defined four types of possible features. One type was the phone itself without any neighboring phone, henceforth uniphones; for example, /e/ replaced by schwa. Two possible feature types included either the preceding or following phone from the full form, henceforth biphones; for example, /e/ replaced by schwa and followed by /l/. The final possible feature type represented the phone and both neighboring phones from the full form, henceforth triphones; for example, /e/ replaced by schwa in the sequence /hel/. If the phone was positioned at a word boundary, we took the neighboring phone from the neighboring word, for example, in [h@lmalni] helemaal niet, the phone following the final [l] of helemaal was /n/.

Each possible feature was only used if it met the following two criteria. First, it had to occur more than twenty times in the entire corpus. Second, there had to be at least one other pronunciation of that phone (sequence) that occurs at least twice in the entire corpus; for example, the feature replacement of /e/ by schwa followed by /l/ was only used if another variant, that is a present or absent /e/ followed by /l/, occurred at least twice. In total, we used 955411 phone features that represent 2394 phone feature types. Table 1 presents the numbers of the phone features split to uniphones, biphones, and triphones, and whether the phone was unreduced, replaced, or absent. On average, a phone feature occurred 399 times (ranging from 21 to 41799 times) and in 87 fragments (ranging from 4 to 200 fragments).

Finally, we designed word pronunciation features representing pronunciation variation at the word level. For instance, the word mensen ‘people’ can be produced in the unreduced form [mensə] or in a reduced variant, such as
Table 1. Number of tokens and types (in brackets) of the uniphone, biphone, and triphone features split into phones that are unreduced, replaced, or absent. Biphones with the preceding or following phone are indicated by *biphones prec.* and *biphones foll.*, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unreduced</th>
<th>Replaced</th>
<th>Absent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uniphones</td>
<td>267704 (31)</td>
<td>8770 (23)</td>
<td>32957 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biphones prec.</td>
<td>213445 (327)</td>
<td>6676 (82)</td>
<td>31180 (150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biphones foll.</td>
<td>211486 (319)</td>
<td>7822 (58)</td>
<td>31763 (143)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triphones</td>
<td>112478 (829)</td>
<td>5242 (54)</td>
<td>25888 (351)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[mëns] or [mës]. We selected as word pronunciation features, word pronunciations that occurred more than twenty times in the entire corpus and produced by at least two speakers. In addition, the words they represented had to have at least one other pronunciation variant that occurred at least twice in the entire corpus. This is to ensure that the features could indeed capture pronunciation variation and not just lexical information, which would certainly be the case if there is only one pronunciation variant. Note that if the other pronunciation variant does not meet the selection criteria, this other variant is not used as a feature. In total, 290 word pronunciation variants met these restrictions, and these variants represent 157 word types (52 word types had one pronunciation variant; 86 word types had two variants; eleven word types had three variants; seven word types had four variants; and one word type had five variants). These variants represented 128 unreduced forms, for example [mëns] *mensen* ‘people’, and 162 reduced variants, for example [mës], a variant of *mensen* ‘people’.

2.3 Classification algorithm

We used the Balanced Winnow classifier (Dagan et al., 1997; Littlestone, 1988) implemented in the Linguistic Classification System (LCS; Koster et al., 2003; Koster and Beney, 2009). This algorithm assigns two weights ($w^+$ and $w^-$) to each feature for every speaker, and the overall (Winnow) weight is their difference. Features of a certain speaker with a positive overall weight are used to classify a fragment as belonging to that speaker, whereas those with a negative overall weight are used for classification as not belonging to that speaker. The value of an overall weight indicates how useful the feature is to distinguish the speaker from all other speakers in the corpus. The output for each speaker from the LCS is a model, henceforth *speaker profile*, which consists of two lists, one with positive overall weights and one with negative
overall weights. We used them to identify the speaker of a new fragment and thus to test how well the classifier performed. In addition, we used the profiles to characterize the differences among speakers: in a certain speaker profile, features with a positive overall weight are assumed to be characteristic for that speaker, whereas those with a negative overall weight are assumed to be uncharacteristic for that speaker.

The classifier created speaker profiles in the training phase in which it receives all (training) fragments as input, labeled as a positive or negative example for a given speaker. A fragment produced by a certain speaker is a positive example for only that speaker and is a negative example for all other speakers. The classifier first constructs initial speaker profiles on the basis of all fragments. Each initial profile consists of a list of all features with their initial weights, calculated through the LTC algorithm (Salton and Buckley, 1988). Subsequently, these speaker profiles are adapted during multiple training iterations, in each of which all (training) fragments are again presented to the classifier. For each fragment, the classifier calculates the correspondences between that fragment and every speaker based on the fragment’s features and the weights for these features in each of the speaker profiles. Balanced Winnow is a mistake-driven classifier, which means that weights in a speaker profile are only updated if a fragment is classified incorrectly during training. If a fragment belonging to a speaker scores for that speaker above threshold $\theta^+$, the fragment is correctly classified as a positive example and the weights remain unchanged. In contrast, if it scores below this threshold, the classification is treated as a mistake and the weights in the speaker profile are updated by multiplying the positive weights of the active features, i.e. those that occur in both the fragment and the speaker profile, with parameter $\alpha$ and the negative weights of the active features with parameter $\beta$. In addition, if a fragment that does not belong to a given speaker has a score for that speaker below another threshold, $\theta^-$, it is correctly classified as a negative example, whereas if this fragment scores above the threshold, the weights of the active features in that speaker’s profile are updated by multiplying positive weights with $\beta$ and negative weights with $\alpha$. After testing values for the parameters around the default settings of LCS, we used those settings that resulted in the highest performance, namely $\alpha = 1.05$, $\beta = 0.98$, $\theta^+ = 0.8$, $\theta^- = -0.8$, and a maximum of 20 training iterations.
2.4 Classification tests

To test how well the classifier performed, we used ten-fold-cross-validation: The classifier was trained on 180 fragments (nine from each speaker) and tested with the remaining 20 fragments (one from each speaker). This procedure of training and testing was repeated ten times, so that each fragment was used as a test fragment exactly once. Each fragment used in this study belonged to only one speaker, and therefore our tests are mono-classifications.

The order in which the training module of the classifier processes the fragments cannot be controlled and is entirely random. As a consequence, running the classifier twice does not usually lead to exactly the same results. We therefore ran each ten-fold-cross-validation 100 times. From the 100 performances of each classification test, we determined the lowest, highest, and average performance. The difference between the lowest and highest performance was on average 7.24% (range: 5.5% to 9.5%). Average performances are reported in Section 3. To compare the performance of different classification tests, we performed several unpaired t-tests on obtained performance scores (see below). As we performed multiple t-tests, we applied Bonferroni correction and used an alpha level of 0.0045.

To obtain information about which features contribute to the identification of speakers and thus in what aspects of choice and pronunciation of words speakers differ from each other, we manually inspected speaker profiles. For this manual inspection, we trained the classifier with the best performing combination of features (see below). Furthermore, we used all 200 fragments for training and thus obtained speaker profiles that are based on as much data as possible. As these speaker profiles are created by running the classifier only once, running it again will probably result in slightly different speaker profiles. To use only those features that are robust, i.e., likely to be part of the speaker profiles if we run the classifier again, we examined only those features that have an overall Winnow weight that is larger than the median weight, which was calculated separately for positive and negative weights. The positive overall weights ranged from 0.00025 to 2.54 with a median of 0.08, and the negative overall weights varied between -0.005 and -6.43 with a median of -0.15. We focused on the features that are characteristic for only a few speakers and thus provide information about differences between speakers. We therefore determined which features have a positive overall weight larger than the positive median for only one to four speakers and a negative weight larger than the negative median for 15 or more speakers.
Table 2. Confusion matrix with the number of classifications based on lexical features, uniphone features, and triphone features. Underlined numbers are combinations of speakers that participated in the same conversation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Classified Speaker</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>834</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>608</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>1112</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>1022</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>1219</td>
<td>1136</td>
<td>1059</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>1243</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>1047</td>
<td>1046</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>990</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Results and discussion

As it is only meaningful to investigate differences between speakers with a well-performing classifier, we first investigated how well our best classifier performs in general. We therefore examined how often it correctly classified a fragment. Moreover, we investigated whether speakers in the same conversation were often confused with each other, which may be due to the topic of the conversation or to interactive speech alignment (Pickering and Garrod, 2004). Thereafter, we investigated the relevance of the different types of features by comparing classifiers trained and tested with various combinations of feature sets. Furthermore, for each feature type, we examined which features are especially relevant for characterizing individual speakers. As a performance measure for these classifiers, we used the harmonic means of their precision and recall ($F_1$), presented in Table 3.

3.1 General performance

The best performing classifier made use of both lexical features and of the uniphone and triphone features. The average performance of this classifier is as high as 79.86%, which may be surprising given the homogeneity of the group of speakers. As shown in the confusion matrix (Table 2), the percentage
of correct classifications for individual speakers ranged from 43.7% to 100%. Some speakers (e.g., Speakers J, N, and O) were seldom confused with other speakers. In contrast, a substantial number of fragments were incorrectly attributed to Speakers G and T, as were fragments of Speakers E and I to other speakers. Apparently, some speakers were more difficult to classify than others. Note that the classifier was still able to correctly classify the more difficult speakers well above chance level (i.e., 5%), suggesting that they were not indistinctive in their word choice or pronunciations.

We examined whether speakers who participated in the same conversation were more often confused with each other than with other speakers. Speakers in the same conversation discuss the same topics, which inevitably results in the use of the same content words. Moreover, several studies have shown that speakers tend also to align their speech on other levels, including syntactic and phonological levels (interactive speech alignment, e.g., Pickering and Garrod, 2004). As a consequence, speakers in the same conversation may be more confused with each other than with other speakers. This was only the case for six out of the twenty speakers. As shown by the underlined numbers in Table 2, Speakers A, E, I, K, Q, and U were more often classified as the other speaker in the conversation than as speakers from other conversations. Interestingly, the partners for Speakers A, I, K, and U (i.e., Speakers B, S, L, and V respectively) were not more often classified as the other speaker in the conversation, which suggests that these speakers also display more idiosyncratic properties.

Only the speakers of the pair E-Q were often confused with each other. Twenty-one percent of these two speakers’ top 50 positive features concern a content word, which is either eens ‘once’, is ‘is’, ja ‘yes’, kunnen ‘can’, maken ‘make’, natuurlijk ‘of course’, nu ‘now’, vinden ‘find’, weet ‘know’, or wil ‘want’. These content words are not very informative about what the speakers talked about. It is therefore unlikely that confusion between Speakers E and Q is the result of the topic of the conversation. It probably results from alignment at various linguistic levels or coincidental similarities between these speakers.

3.2 Lexical features

In order to investigate differences in speakers’ choice of words, we first trained and tested the classifier on the basis of lexical features only, namely uni- and bigrams. These tests are presented in the first three rows of Table 3. T-tests showed that including both unigrams and bigrams resulted in a significantly better performance than using only unigrams ($t(198.0) = -104.4$, $p < 0.0001$) or bigrams ($t(197.5) = -69.6$, $p < 0.0001$). The performance with both uni-
Table 3. Averaged harmonic means ($F_1$) obtained in our classification tests with different sets of features. A plus sign indicates that the feature type was included in training and testing the classifier. For the lexical features, the columns *Uni.* and *Bi.* denote the unigram and bigram features, respectively. For the pronunciation features, the columns *Uni.*, *Bi.prec.*, *Bi.foll.*, and *Tri.* denote the uniphone features, target phone features with the preceding phone, target phone features with the following phone, and target phone features with both surrounding phones, respectively. The column *Word* denotes the word pronunciation features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lexical</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>$F_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. The lexical features that are characteristic for only a few speakers. Within a bigram, $\emptyset$ indicates a silence. Numbers indicate the numbers of speakers for which the features were characteristic / uncharacteristic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>unigrams:</th>
<th>bigrams:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ben 'am' (1 / 15), bij 'by' (1 / 19), goed 'good' (2 / 17), hè 'isn’t it?' (4 / 15), heel 'very' (3 / 16), jij 'you' (4 / 15), mij 'me' (3 / 15), nee 'no' (3 / 16), om 'to' (1 / 18), toch 'still' (2 / 16), want 'because' (2 / 16), we 'we' (1 / 18), ze 'they' (1 / 18), zo 'so' (1 / 19)</td>
<td>$\emptyset$ de '∅ the' (4 / 16), $\emptyset$ dus '∅ so' (1 / 16), $\emptyset$ een '∅ an' (1 / 19), $\emptyset$ nee '∅ no' (2 / 16), dat $\emptyset$ 'that ∅' (2 / 18), een $\emptyset$ 'an ∅' (1 / 19), en dan 'and then' (4 / 15), het $\emptyset$ 'it ∅' (2 / 15), in de 'in the' (4 / 15), maar $\emptyset$ 'but ∅' (4 / 16), niet $\emptyset$ 'not ∅' (2 / 15), nou $\emptyset$ 'well ∅' (3 / 15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

grams and bigrams was approximately 74% (row 3), indicating that speakers greatly differ in their choice of words.

Table 4 shows features that are characteristic for only one to four speakers and thus provide information about differences between speakers. The majority of the characteristic bigrams contain a silence (e.g., $\emptyset$ dus ‘∅ so’), indicating that speakers differ especially in which words they produce directly before or after a pause. Furthermore, the majority of the features are function words (e.g., want ‘because’ and we ‘we’) and those that are content words are highly frequent and semantically relatively weak (e.g., goed ‘good’ and nee ‘no’).

To further investigate the contribution of content and function words to the classification performance, we also trained and tested the classifier on unigrams only including either of these word types. Based on function words only, we obtained a performance of 26.0%, whereas classification based on content words only resulted in a performance of 39.5%. Both results were significantly lower than the classification performance of 51.7% based on all unigrams (function words: $t(198.0) = 121.2$, $p < 0.0001$; content words: $t(196.8) = 59.6$, $p < 0.0001$), suggesting that neither of the word types can solely account for the performance based on all unigrams. Interestingly, classification based on content words performed significantly better than the classification based on function words ($t(197.2) = 66.0$, $p < 0.0001$). Importantly, the number of features cannot explain this difference in classification performance, since the number of content word features (27,381) was lower than the number of function word features (51,377). These results suggest that speakers differ from each other especially in their use of semantically weak content words, such as discourse markers.
3.3 Phone features

We refrained from testing models with pronunciation features only, as these would mainly signal lexical variation instead of pronunciation variation. For instance, when using this type of classifier, if we found that the word pronunciation variant /tyk/ for natuurlijk ‘of course’ is characteristic for a few speakers, this would probably be because these speakers more often produced this word and not because they pronounced it differently from the other speakers. All our classifiers therefore included lexical features.

We first combined the lexical features with phone features. The best performance was obtained with the classification including the uniphone and triphone features (compare row 10 of Table 3 to rows 4 to 9 and 11 to 14). This set of features improved performance by approximately 6% compared to the classification that was based on lexical features only (row 3 vs. 10: $t(197.9) = -28.4$, $p < 0.0001$).

As classification including biphones resulted in lower performances than classification including triphones, information about either neighboring segment is apparently less helpful than information about both neighboring phones. The probable explanation is that the exact pronunciation of a phone depends on both the preceding and following phone (e.g., /ɑ/ may especially be absent after /x/ and before a sonorant); both neighboring phones are therefore necessary for variation to be meaningful.

Table 5 presents the phone features that are characteristic for only a few speakers. There are two reasons for why we cannot immediately conclude that these differences among speakers reflect individual differences in reduction. First, if for these phones only one variant is incorporated as a phone feature, speaker differences in the use of these phone features cannot represent individual differences in pronunciation; they rather show that speakers differ in how often they produce words with these phones. Second, if speakers differ in the words in which these phones occur, differences among these speakers may reflect differences in word choice rather than in phone realization. Research has shown that a segment is more likely to be reduced in one word than in another depending on the word’s frequency of occurrence, the preceding or following segment, and whether the segment carries stress (e.g., Bell et al., 2009; Cho and McQueen, 2005; Mitterer and Ernestus, 2006).

Two-thirds of the features in Table 5 represent unreduced phones with their neighboring phones. For 51.1% of these unreduced characteristic features (which is 35.4% of all features in Table 5), counterparts with an absent or replaced phone do not occur frequently enough in the corpus to be included in the phone features. For instance, the unreduced feature /tyr/ was charac-
Table 5. The uniphone and triphone features that are characteristic for only a few speakers. The target phone is underlined and a silence is indicated by ∅. A replacement of phone A by phone B is denoted by A → B.

unreduced phones:
ø, x̩t, k̩θ, p̩t, t̩f, t̩p, m̩a, θ̩l, k̩n, t̩l, w̩n, n̩∅, x̱n, m̱r, w̱t, p̱n, ṯn, ṯt, ṉk, ṯk, s̱n, ḵn, x̱n, ṯr, ṉx, o̱n, q̱l, a̱s, o̱l, a̱n, q̱m, e̱n, e̱n, e̱n, ṉ∅, q̱k, q̱t, ṉo, q̱θ, a̱l, a̱l, i̱t, x̱t, i̱t, ṉ∅, aw̱o.

absent phones:
x, ɪ, ɾ, x̩l, x̱w, j̱t, ṯp, θ̱k, a̱l, a̱s, e̱n

replaced phones:
a → ə, o → ə, ə → ə, ə → ə, nat → ṉt, θ̱t → θ̱n, ren → ṟn, sen → s̱n, ṯn → ṯn

teristic for Speaker I, who produced it in the words /natyrl̠k/ natuurlijk ‘of course’, /pros̠dyr̠a(s)/ procedure(s) ‘procedure(s)’, /literatyr/ literatuur ‘literature’, /dyt̠/ duur ‘expensive’, /dyra/ dure ‘expensive’, /dyr̠t̠/ duurt ‘lasts’, and /dyrd̠/ duurde ‘lasted’ (remember that voiced and voiceless obstruents have been collapsed in the pronunciation features). Its counterpart in which /y/ is absent occurs only twice in the entire corpus (both occurrences concern an inflection of /kultr̠el/ cultureel ‘cultural’ produced by Speaker K) and the replacement of this segment occurs only once (in the pronunciation [natyr]/natyr/ natuur ‘nature’ produced by Speaker H). Since this phone sequence is only represented with its full pronunciations in the feature sets, its relevance cannot be attributed to pronunciation variation but probably results from variation in word choice.

In contrast, the remaining 48.9% of the unreduced characteristic features appear to represent pronunciation variation. For example, an unreduced schwa in the sequence /x̩t/ is characteristic for Speakers P and T, who produced it mainly in /x̱ḏan/ gedaan ‘done’, /ẕx̱a/ zeggen ‘say’ followed by /t/ or /d/, /ṯx̱a/ tegen ‘against’ followed by /t/ or /d/, and /xδelt̠a/ gedeelte ‘part’. In contrast, the absence of this schwa is characteristic for Speakers K, L, P, R, and V. These speakers produced the sequence /x̩t/ mainly in the words /x̱ḏan/ gedaan ‘done’, /ẕx̱a/ zeggen ‘say’ followed by /t/ or /d/, and /x̩tal/ getal ‘number’. As the sequence /x̩t/ occurs in approximately the same words for the two speaker groups, the difference in pronunciation between these two groups is not likely the result of differences in word choice but in genuine pronunciation variation.

A second example represents the unreduced pronunciation of the sequence /a̱l/, which is characteristic for Speaker V only. He produced this sequence in the words /a̱l/ alle ‘all’, /a̱ls/ alles ‘everything’, /a̱l̠r̠e̱l/ allerlei ‘all kinds of’, /a̱l̠ma̱l/ allemaal ‘all’, /ant̠a̱l̠a/ aantallen ‘numbers’, and /x̱v̱al/
geval ‘case’ followed by a schwa. The counterpart in which /l/ was absent was characteristic for six other speakers, namely Speakers E, H, M, P, R, and T. These speakers produced this counterpart in the word /al@mal/ allemaal ‘all’ only. Speaker V therefore differs from these other speakers in how he pronounces the sequence /al@/ in the semantically weak word allemaal.

The other third of all phone features in Table 5 represent absent and replaced phones in approximately the same numbers. All but one (i.e., sen → s@n) of these features have unreduced counterparts in the feature set and are therefore likely to represent genuine pronunciation variation. The absence of schwa in /j@t/ is an example of a feature that clearly represents pronunciation variation. It is characteristic for Speaker H and uncharacteristic for sixteen other speakers. Sixteen of this feature’s occurrences (84.2%) represent the word /j@/ je ‘you’ followed by a /t/ or /d/, while the remaining occurrences represent the word types /spœyt@/ spuitje ‘little syringe’, /feest@/ feestje ‘little party’, and /bet@/ beetje ‘a little’ followed by /t/ or /d/. The unreduced pronunciation of /j@t/ was characteristic for five different speakers (i.e., Speakers E, F, K, L, and Q) and uncharacteristic for ten speakers (i.e., B, H, I, M, N, O, R, S, T, and U). These five speakers produced this sequence also mainly in the word /j@/ je ‘you’ followed by a /t/ or /d/ (83.9%). This indicates that the absence of schwa in /j@t/ represents pronunciation variation, primarily in the semantically weak word je, and is not likely to result from lexical choice. Our data thus show that our socially homogeneous group of speakers are not at all homogeneous in their pronunciation of the phone sequence /j@t/.

Since some phone features appear to represent occurrence of phone sequences rather than pronunciation variation, the question arises whether genuine pronunciation variation really contributes to speaker identification. In order to answer this question, we ran an additional classifier based only on lexical features and the full pronunciations of the phone features. For instance, the uniphone feature absence of /x/ was converted to unreduced /x/ and replacement of /a/ by /@/ was replaced by unreduced /a/. All unreduced features remained unchanged. This classifier thus contained no features representing pronunciation variation. Consequently, if the best performing classifier so far uses information about pronunciation variation, the classifier without pronunciation variation should perform worse. The performance of the classifier without pronunciation variation was 70.0% (not incorporated in Table 3), which is significantly less than the classification based on lexical features and uniphone and triphone features (row 10 of Table 3; \( t(198.0) = -48.1, p < 0.0001 \)). Interestingly, this performance is also worse than the performance of the classifier based on lexical features only (row 3; \( t(197.9) = -19.0, p < 0.0001 \)). We con-
clude that pronunciation variation contributes to classification, and speakers thus differ in how they pronounce phones and phone sequences.

Interestingly, the classifier achieved better performance if it was not only based on lexical and triphone features but also on uniphone features (Table 3 row 7 vs. 10: \( t(197.9) = -3.4, p < 0.001 \)). This suggests that variation in the single phones, regardless of the context, also reflects speaker-specific behavior. Most of the relevant uniphones represent reductions (see Table 5). For instance, the absence of /\(x/\) is characteristic for Speaker V. This speaker did not produce /\(x/\) 33 times out of 422 times, and this was mainly in the semantically weak words /\(\text{nOx}/\) nog ‘yet’ and /\(t\(\text{x}/\) toch ‘still’ (also in /\(\text{xaxan}/\) gegaan ‘went’, /\(\text{txalx}/\) eigenlijk ‘actually’, /\(\text{nxever}/\) ongeveer ‘approximately’). As only one of the characteristic uniphones is an unreduced pronunciation, we conclude that speakers hardly differ in how often they produce most single phones. In contrast, they differ in how they reduce single phones.

Comparison of the relevant features that regard vowels and consonants (Table 5) showed that for both unreduced and absent uniphones and triphones, the numbers are approximately the same (i.e., unreduced: 24 vowels and 21 consonants; absent: 6 vowels and 5 consonants). This is unsurprising for the uniphones, given the similarity in the numbers of vowels and consonants among the unreduced and absent uniphones provided to the classifier (i.e., unreduced: 16 vowels and 15 consonants; absent: 14 vowels and 13 consonants). In contrast, the numbers of vowels and consonants differ among triphones in the input (i.e., unreduced: 450 vowels and 379 consonants; absent: 202 vowels and 149 consonants). The fact that approximately the same number of triphones with vowels and consonants characterize speakers therefore suggests that, for both the unreduced and absent segments, a larger proportion of the consonants than vowels is speakers specific.

Furthermore, the replaced phones that distinguish speakers from each other are all vowels. This is in line with the number of replaced vowel and consonant features in the input of the classifier: 22 uniphone and 47 triphone replacements concerned a vowel, but only 1 uniphone and 7 triphone replacements concerned a consonant which all concerned the pronunciation of [m] instead of /\(b/\) or /\(p/\). A likely explanation is that vowels are easily reduced to schwa, while consonants are not often replaced by another consonant (aside from the consonant that has the same characteristics except for voicing; e.g., /\(v/\) is often replaced by /\(f/\)). As explained in the Method, variation in voicing is not specific for casual speech and was therefore ignored.

In conclusion, the classification including phone features showed that speakers differ in their pronunciations of single phones and of sequences of three phones. Interestingly, we found that several triphone features mainly
Choice and pronunciation of words originate from semantically weak words, which shows that speakers differ in the pronunciations of these words.

3.4 Word pronunciation features

Finally, we ran a classifier that used all types of features, that is, lexical features, phone features, and word pronunciation features. Several words were represented by both lexical and word pronunciation features; we decided not to include both to avoid that a single token was represented several times (as a lexical and as a word pronunciation feature) and to only include its word pronunciation feature. For instance, in the classification tests without word pronunciation features, the word *mensen* ‘people’ was represented as unigram, in five bigrams (i.e., *mensen die* ‘people who’, *die mensen* ‘those people’, *de mensen* ‘the people’, *mensen ∅ ‘people ∅’, and ∅ *mensen* ‘∅ people’), and in the phone features. As [mens@], [mes@], [mens], and [mes] were part of the word pronunciation features, when including these, we replaced each occurrence of *mensen* that was produced as one of these variants by its actual pronunciation. If an occurrence of *mensen* was pronounced differently from the pronunciations that are part of the word pronunciation features (e.g., as [mensan] or [mesn]), the occurrence was not replaced. For bigram features, this means that none of the words, both of the words, or either of the words could be replaced. This procedure gave a preference to the word pronunciation features over the lexical features and thus gave the word pronunciation features every chance to distinguish between speakers.

The best performance including word pronunciation features was achieved with the combination of all lexical features, phone features, and word pronunciation features (78.9%; final row of Table 3). Importantly, this performance is significantly worse than the best performance with lexical and phone features only (row 10; \( t(196.9) = 4.9, p < 0.001 \)). Hence, the addition of word pronunciation features does not result in an improvement. One explanation may be that speakers do not differ in their pronunciations for complete words. This is however unlikely as classification based on lexical and word pronunciation features only (i.e., without any phone features) resulted in an improved performance compared to classification with only lexical features (row 15 vs. row 3 of Table 3; \( t(186.5) = -10.3, p < 0.0001 \)). An alternative and more probable explanation is that the variation in the pronunciation of entire words is already captured by the phone features. This is supported by the triphone features discussed in the previous section which upon closer inspection appeared to represent a small number of words (e.g., reduced /jat/ mainly represented
the word je ‘you’ followed by /t/ or /d/ and unreduced /al/ represented mainly the word allemaal ‘all’). Moreover, all words are also represented by uniphone and triphone sequences. For example, the pronunciation [mes] for /mensa/ mensen ‘people’ is presented as a word pronunciation variant, but is also represented in the uniphones /m/, /ɛ/, absence of /n/, /s/, and absence of /ə/, and in the triphones /?mɛ/ (in which ? indicates any possible preceding segment), /mɛn/, absence of /n/ in /ɛns/, /nsə/, and absence of /ə/ in /sə?/ if these features met the restrictions described in the Method. The phone features outperformed the word pronunciation features probably because they additionally capture variation that spans word boundaries (e.g., resulting from cross-word assimilation), and they therefore contain more information about the speaker’s pronunciation habits than word pronunciation features. The addition of features that contribute little to discrimination, because they largely covariate with features already in the model, often lowers performance of several feature-based classifiers.

4 General discussion

This paper investigated whether individual speakers sampled from a socially homogeneous group differ in their choice and pronunciation of words when engaged in casual conversations, and if so how. We studied the homogeneous group of twenty male speakers of the ECSD and tested whether a classification algorithm was able to distinguish between these speakers. In order to focus on the speakers’ choice and pronunciation of words rather than characteristics of the speech signal (including voice characteristics), we trained and tested the classifier on the basis of features extracted from hand-made orthographic and from automatically generated broad phonetic transcriptions. We hypothesized that if the classifier was able to distinguish between these speakers, they have to differ in their choice and pronunciation of words. To study how speakers differ from each other, we inspected which features in the speaker profiles created by the classifier were relevant for classification.

Our classification tests based on only lexical features resulted in a high performance (73.9%), indicating that the speakers differed in the words they used. Two types of words appeared to be relevant in distinguishing between speakers. The first are function words (e.g., want ‘because’ and dat ‘that’), which is as expected as they are often regarded as useful features in research on authorship attribution (e.g., Koppel et al., 2009; Stamatatos, 2009). The second type are highly frequent content words that are semantically relatively
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weak (e.g., goed ‘good’ and no ‘nee’). In authorship attribution, content words are often argued to be topic dependent and thus less suitable for distinguishing between writers. Our results suggest that including semantically weak content words may provide more information than including function words only and may thus be beneficial.

Classification tests including features that represent pronunciation variation typical for casual speech performed better than tests based on lexical features alone. However, inspection of the relevant pronunciation features showed that some of them probably represent lexical information rather than pronunciation variation. Others represent pronunciation variation and, importantly, they are the ones responsible for the increase in classifier performance.

These pronunciation features show that speakers differ in how often they reduce certain phones and phone sequences. Closer inspection of the speaker specific triphone features showed that some of them mainly originate from a few semantically weak words, including allemaal ‘all’ and the pronoun je ‘you’. This suggests that speakers differ in how they realize phones not only given the immediate phone context but also given the carrier word. Moreover, it shows that semantically weak words contribute to speaker classification at two levels: speakers differ in their use and pronunciation of these words.

Interestingly, the performance of classification with uniphones and triphones was higher than that of classifications including biphones. Apparently, the pronunciation of single phones by themselves or with two neighboring segments is more informative than the pronunciation of these phones given only one neighboring segment. A likely explanation is that generally a phone’s pronunciation does not only depend on one of the neighboring phones but on both neighbors. Moreover, as mentioned above, speakers differ from each other in how much they reduce certain semantically weak words and a given word is better identified by a triphone than by a biphone.

Another type of pronunciation feature that did not increase classification performance is formed by the word pronunciations. In the classification including pronunciation features at the word level, we replaced lexical features that were also represented as word pronunciation features by their actual pronunciation. By doing so, we favored the word pronunciation features. Nevertheless, all classifications including word pronunciation features performed worse than the classification with lexical features and uniphone and triphone features. Probably, the triphone features contained all information present in the word pronunciation features, in addition to pronunciation variation spanning word boundaries.

Previous research has shown that speakers participating in the same conversation tend to align their speech at for instance lexical, syntactic, and
phonological levels (e.g., Pickering and Garrod, 2004). We expected that this alignment would demonstrate itself in that speakers within a conversation would be more often confused with each other than with other speakers in general. This expectation was borne out for only 30% of the speakers. This low number may indicate that the properties of the speech produced by a given speaker at a given moment is colored more by idiosyncratic speech habits than by processes of speech alignment with the conversation partner.

Van Bael and Van Halteren (2007) investigated classification of groups of speakers on the basis of phonetic transcriptions and reported that classification based on pronunciation features performed poorly. The authors discussed several possible explanations for this finding. Our results indicate which of their explanations is most likely. First, the authors noted that their pronunciation feature set may have been too small as it contained only 94 pronunciation features. This is a likely explanation since we used many more pronunciation features and our classification improved when we added any type of pronunciation features to the lexical features (see Table 3). A second explanation provided by Van Bael and Van Halteren (2007) concerns the heterogeneity within their classes. They classified speakers in terms of social groups defined by, for instance, regional background and age. As a consequence, one class contained multiple speakers who may have had different pronunciation habits. Our findings suggest that this is also a highly probable explanation, as our classifier was able to distinguish between speakers within the same social group.

Van Bael and Van Halteren (2007) also suggested that their phonetic transcriptions may not have been sufficiently detailed to capture pronunciation differences among speakers. Since the transcriptions that we used were also broad phonetic transcriptions without any fine-phonetic detail, our results suggest that this is an unlikely explanation. However, we agree with these authors that individual differences may be larger if also fine-phonetic detail is taken into account. Whereas our study only investigated whether speakers differ in which segments they realize or substitute by other segments (i.e., categorical reduction), previous research has shown that reduction may also be gradient in nature (e.g., Browman and Goldstein, 1990; Davidson, 2006; Hanique et al., 2013; Torreira and Ernestus, 2010): only a part of a segment may be reduced or segments may not be reduced sufficiently to be identified as different phones. Future studies focusing on both categorical and gradient reduction may report larger individual differences.

Currently, psycholinguistic models offer explanations of how the average speaker produces his speech. Our finding that individual speakers differ in their choice and pronunciation of words should to be incorporated in these models.
For instance, in a production model like weaver++ (Levelt et al., 1999), speakers should differ in the resting activation levels of words and perhaps even of pronunciation variants. Exemplar-based production models, such as the one described by Goldinger (1998), should assume that speakers differ in their number of exemplars for some words and pronunciation variants. Furthermore, speech comprehension models should assume that a listener adapts to the specific pronunciations of the speaker he is listening to.

In conclusion, the speakers that we investigated belonged to a homogeneous group, and may therefore be expected to show similar speech habits. Nevertheless, our classification tests showed that these speakers differ in the words they use, as well as in how they pronounce the words in casual conversations. Individual differences between speakers’ pronunciations can be observed, even if these speakers have the same social background.
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